
   

  
  

Missing child was found in Moscow 

  

December 6, 2012, in the evening, in the subway, a young man saw an unknown woman and the boy
answering the description of the missing child. The man followed them to the entrance of one of the
houses on the Korneychuk Street, made a photograph and immediately reported to the police. The
location of the boy was established in a short period of time. As Ignat Ogleznev has already
explained to investigators, December 3, in the evening, he met an unknown woman and told her that
he had run away from home. The woman took care of him, and the boy was living with her for three
days. The investigators are trying to find out why she did not apply to the police, even though Ignat
told her that he had ran away from home. 

According to the information obtained by investigators, the child is all right now. Investigating
bodies have expressed deep appreciation and gratitude to everyone who was not indifferent and
helped in the search for the missing boy during these days. The young man deserved a special
mention and gratitude. He has displayed vigilance and informed law enforcement authorities about
the location of the boy. 

We remind that, December 3, at about 15 hours and 30 minutes, Ignat Ogleznev, accompanied by his
grandmother, went to the music school located on Severny Boulevard and then escaped in an
unknown direction. The investigating bodies of the Investigative Committee of Russia in Moscow
launched a criminal case on the fact of disappearance, an operational headquarters was created,
investigators of the Moscow Office of MOI of Russia were involved, the Moscow Directorate of
Criminalistics and volunteers actively participated in the investigation. 

The criminal investigation is ongoing to establish more precise details of the boy’s disappearance, his
living conditions in those three days and check whether any crimes were committed against him.
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